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Introduction. Sequences of complex numbers which generate positive semi-

definite Toeplitz or Hankel matrices occur naturally in many areas of mathematics

and are usually called positive definite sequences. It is well known that a sequence

formed from a positive integer power of the terms of a positive definite sequence is

always itself a positive definite sequence, but we shall be interested in the sequences

of the title, which have the special property that any sequence formed from a

positive fractional power of their terms is again a positive definite sequence. These

sequences will be characterized and representation formulae will be derived which

relate them to certain moment sequences. Their relationship with classical con-

formal mapping problems will be discussed and the natural interpolation problems

for them will be solved.

We shall use without further comment the methods and the notation of [5].

As a natural extension of that notation, if A = (atJ)^l = 0 is an infinite matrix we

shall write A>0 (positive semidefinite) or A>0 on L if and only if every finite

section AN = (aij)^j=0, N=0, 1,2,satisfies AN>0 or AN>0 on LN + 1 =

{xeCN+1 I 2f=V x, = 0}, respectively.

1. Toeplitz forms. If {a,}"„cC is a sequence of complex numbers, we shall

say that {an}" «, is a positive definite (-) sequence and write {an}"= _ „ >0 (—) if the

Toeplitz matrix A = (a(_j)f°/=0^0- Such sequences have played an important role

in analysis ever since they appeared circa 1910 in fundamental works of Caratheo-

dory, Toeplitz, Fejer, Fischer, and Herglotz on analytic functions with positive

real part in the unit disc. We state first some of the well-known (vid. [3, p. 35])

fundamental properties of positive definite (-) sequences as

Theorem 1.1. Let {an}™ „ >0 (-). Then (a) a0= 0; (b) a_ „ = änfor all n = 0, 1,...;

(c) |c„| gajor alln = 0, 1, 2,...; (d) //{£„}». _„ >0(-), then {anbn}™m >0(-);and

(e) if for someO^ 6<2tt andfor some A^ 1, aN=eiea0, then a„=exp (/[[«/ A]] ff)an moiN

for all n = 0, 1,2,..., where [[njN]]= greatest integer in n/N.

We see, therefore, that there will be no loss of generality to assume in all that

follows that a0=l and that we may restrict our attention to {a„}™=0 if we agree

that fl.„sfl„ arga_n= -argan. Much of the usefulness of positive definite (-)
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sequences stems from their connection with the trigonometric moment problem

and the existence of a simple representation formula for them.

Theorem 1.2 [1, pp. 508-511]. Let {an}™„ cC. Then _„ >0 (-), a0 = l, if

and only if

an = f   eine dp(9),      -co < n < +oo,
J -31

for a unique probability measure dp, i.e., dp^O and    „ dp.(6) = 1.

We shall be interested primarily in those positive definite ( —) sequences which

are infinitely divisible according to the

Definition. Let {an}n= _M >0 (-), a0 = \, i.e., A = (ai_j)™j=0>0, and let some

choice of arguments be made, arg a_n = — arg an for all « = 0,1,2,.... Then

{an}™=0 is said to be infinitely divisible if and only if A is infinitely divisible with this

choice of arguments, i.e., if and only if Aa = (ai^,)"j=o>0 for all <x>0.

Thus, {an}na=0>0 ( —) is infinitely divisible if and only if with some choice of

arguments (which will be held fixed throughout) {an}n = 0>0 ( —) for all <x>0,

while this is the case if and only if for each a > 0 there is a (unique) probability

measure dpa such that eine dpa(6) for all « = 0, 1,2,.... Let iV= 1 be an

integer, suppose {an}™=0 is infinitely divisible, and notice that for every «=0, 1,...,

an = (ai'N)N = (f eine dpVN(^)  = f e™(dpllN * ■ • ■ * ̂ 1/N)(0) = J"^ e™ d^(6),

(N times)

where by (dfx * dv)(6) we mean the additive convolution mod 2tt of measures, i.e.,

convolution in the circle group. By the uniqueness statement in Theorem 1.2, we

see that for each A/= 1, 2, 3,... the probability measure dfi1/N is such that

dm = (rfMlw *•; •* dpvllm = {dp.ltN)*N(6).

(N times)

Furthermore, the family of probability measures {d/jLt}t>0 has the property that

dps * dpt = dfis + t for all s, t>0. We formalize these observations in the

Definition. Let dp. be a nonnegative measure on a locally compact semigroup

G and let * denote the convolution operation between measures on G. Then dp,

is said to be infinitely divisible if and only if for every positive integer « there exists

a nonnegative measure dpn such that dp = (dpn)*n. We shall say that dp. is strongly

infinitely divisible (imbeddable) if and only if there exists a continuous family {dp,}ti0

of nonnegative measures such that dpx = dp. and dps * dpt = dp.s + t for all s, t^O.

Remark. It is well known that if G = R (under addition), then every infinitely

divisible measure is strongly infinitely divisible. More generally, it is known that

this is also true if G is any locally compact Abelian group whose dual group is

arcwise connected. We shall have another example of this phenomenon below.
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A probability measure dp on the circle group is strongly infinitely divisible if

and only if the positive definite (-) sequence eine dp}™=0 is infinitely divisible,

and so we shall be able to obtain information about such measures by studying

infinitely divisible positive definite sequences. Nearly all our results can be estab-

lished directly from properties of quadratic forms independent of the measures

themselves.

Theorem 1.3. Let {an}^0>0 (-), a0=l, be infinitely divisible. If a^O, then

all an#0, n=l, 2, 3,.... If a1 = 0, then either all an = 0, «=1,2, 3,..., or there

exists an integer N, 2^A<co, such that an=£0 if and only if n = 0 (mod A),

«= 1, 2, 3.These statements are mutually exclusive and exhaust all possibilities.

Proof. If the matrix A = (ai-,)™j = 0 is infinitely divisible, then its incidence

matrix M{A) = {pi_,)™1.=0>:0, where

pn= I   if an # 0,

= 0  if an = 0.

By [5, Theorem 1.13] it is necessary and sufficient for this that every principal

third-order submatrix of the incidence matrix generates a nonnegative quadratic

form, i.e.,

(Mo      Mi-/ Mi-sA

Mw   Mo     Mj-fc I    0,  for all i > j > k ^ 0.

Mi-fc   M;-fc   Mo /

Suppose ax=/=0 and let k = 0,j=l, i=n + l,     1, so that

^Mo        Mn    Mn+l\        /I Mn Mn+l\

Mn MO    Ml      I = I Mn 1       1 I > 0,

^.Mn + 1    Ml    Mo    /        \Mn + l    1      1 /

and consequently pn#0 implies pn + 1^0 for all »= 1, 2, 3,_Hence all an^0.

Now suppose Ö! = 0 but that not all an = 0, n 2:1. Let oo > N= min {n \ an # 0} ̂  2

and let k = 0,j=N, i = N+n,     1 so that by (LA) again

/Mo

Mn       Mo   Mw     I = I Mr. ) >: 0,

W + n     MW MO

and consequently pn = 0 implies pN + n = 0 and pn¥=0 implies pN + n^0. But Mn = 0

for all lSnSA-1 so pn = 0 if n^O(modA'). Finally, mjv^O* so pn^0 if rc =

0 (mod AO- Q.E.D.

Definition. If dp{6) is a probability measure on the unit circle {eie \ -tt^Oktt),

define

C(dp) = f* eie 4i(0).
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C(dp) is the mass center or first moment of the measure dp.. The «th moment of

dp is

an = f e™dp.(6),     « = 2,3,4,....

In this language we have immediately the

Corollary 1.4. Pe7 d/n(0) ^e a strongly infinitely divisible probability measure on

the unit circle. Then either the mass center of dp is at zero or not. If not, then no higher

moment of dp can vanish. If the mass center is at zero, then either dp(6) is the

normalized Lebesgue measure on the unit circle, i.e., dp(9) = d6/27T, or there exists

an integer 2^ A/<oo such that for each of the higher moments an, an = 0 if and only

if n =E 0 (mod A/). These statements are mutually exclusive and exhaust all possibilities.

We shall exploit the fact that the zeros, if any, in an infinitely divisible positive

definite ( —) sequence {an}n = 0 must occur with a rigid regularity. Because of this

and the following proposition, there will be no loss of generality when we assume

in what follows that all an^0.

Definition. If {a„}™=0cC we define the k-expansion operator £fc{an}"=0=.

{W=o for any £=1,2,3,... by

A**0 = am   if n = km,

= 0 otherwise.

We shall call the sequence {an}™=0 a k-sequence if and only if 1 ̂ k^ao and either

{an}n°=0 = {a08n0}n°=0 if k=co, or {an}n% = £k{cn}»=0 if k<cc, where all cn/0. If

k<co, this (unique) sequence {cn}™=0 is called the fundamental sequence of 0-

Proposition 1.5. Let k^ 1. Then {a„}"=0>:0 (-) if and only if Ek{an}n°=0>Q (-).

Proof. If we consider the identity

<x, P<wx> =  2 xflPA = 2 <*<k'"' Axfk'n>
(,)=0 1 = 0

where {*<*>}»- o = Ek{a^. 0, P<w = = o and *<*•<> = (x^"),-. 0 = (*< + .*)<"- „, we see

that P(WM) if and only if ,4>;0. Q.E.D.

Corollary 1.6. P/;e sequence {an}™=0, ao = F w infinitely divisible positive

definite sequence if and only if either {an}n°=0 = {8n0}nc=0 or, for some \^k<oo,

{an}n = 0 is a k-sequence whose fundamental sequence is an infinitely divisible positive

definite (—) sequence.

By a direct quotation of [5, Corollary 1.6] we now have the basic characterization

contained in

Theorem 1.7. Let {«„} - „ c C, a0 = 1. Then {a„}" m is an infinitely divisible positive

definite ( —) sequence if and only //(a) {an}"=0 is a k-sequence for some 1 ̂ k^co,

(b) a_„ = än for all n = 0, 1, 2,..., and (c) if k<co, the fundamental sequence
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{cn}n = o, {fln}» = o = £fc{cj?-o. has the property that 5= =(log A-X = o>:0

on L for some choice of arguments, where we take c_„ = cn, arg c_n= — arg cn,

n = 0, 1,2,....

This theorem, then, provides effective necessary and sufficient conditions that a

probability measure on [—it, tt] be strongly infinitely divisible. Before deriving a

representation formula for all infinitely divisible positive definite (—) sequences,

we shall study sequences which satisfy the positivity condition in part (c) above.

Theorem 1.8. Let {bn}™m<=C, b0 = 0, satisfy the two conditions (i) Re /3_„ = Re bn

for all «=0, 1,2,.... and (ii) 5=(a>,_X-o^O °" L- Then (a) Re /3„ S 0 for all
n = 0, ± 1, ±2,...; (b) b.n = bnfor all n = 0, 1,2,...; (c) if Re (bK) = 0for some K,

\ZK<cc, then bn = bnmoiK + [[nK-']]bK for all n= 1, 2,...; (d) \bkn\^n2\bk\ for

all k, n=l, 2, 3,...; awtf (e) f« particular, \bn\ fkn^b^ for all n = 0, 1,2,....

Proof. By [5, Theorem 1.10],

(b0 bn\

[b-r, bj

on L2 if and only if b0 + bQ-bn-b.n= -2 Re bn-i Im (/3n + /3_n)^0. But then

Re /3„g0, Im bn = - Im /3_n, and b.n = En, so (a) and (b) are proved.

To prove (c), let m>n>0 and use [5, Theorem 1.10] again to show that

(b0   bn      bm   \      /0    bn bm

bn   b0      /3m_n J = I /5„   0       /3m_n ) > 0   on L3

\b~m    b~m-n    b0     I \Bm    /5m_n 0

if and only if

-2Rebn     bn + b,

b~n + bm-n-b~m        ~ 2 Re
\ bm\ > o.
bm-J

But then the determinant must be nonnegative, so

(I.B) 4(Re/3n)(Re/3m_n) ä \bn + bm.n-bm\2.

If Re (bK) = 0, let n = K in this inequality to conclude that |AK + /3m_iK — fem| =0, i.e.,

bm = bmmoiK + [[mK-1]]bK, m=K+l,K+2,....

For part (d), observe that the desired inequality \bkn\^n2\bk\ is true for all k

for n = 1. Assume inductively that it is true for all k for n = 1, 2,..., /— 1, 2, and

prove it must be true for n = l as follows: Take m = lk, n = k in (l.B), so that

\bk+ba.m-bm\3 S 4(Re/3,)(Re/V1)fc) ^ 4|6fc| |*H_1)fc| ̂  4(7-l)2|/3fc|2

by the induction hypothesis, i.e.,

|**+*a-i*-*»| = 2(/-l)|Äfc|.
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But then

2(l-\)\bk\ ^ \blk\-\bk\-\b, a-ilk ^ \blk\ - |*fc|-(/-lp>fc

so that

I2\bk\ * \b

as desired. Q.E.D.

Although we have derived them directly, parts (a), (b), and (c) could have been

deduced from Theorem 1.7 and the corresponding already known properties of

infinitely divisible positive definite ( —) sequences. The growth estimate of part (d)

is a new fact, however, and shows that the terms of an infinitely divisible positive

definite ( —) sequence {an}™=0 with a0 = 1, a1^0 cannot tend to zero arbitrarily fast,

as is possible with the terms of a sequence which is merely positive definite (-).

This may be expressed precisely in the form of the inequality [an|^exp(—«2jlog ail),

» —1, which holds even if öj = 0. Since {exp [ — n2]}n = 0>0 (—) is infinitely divisible,

the inequality is sharp.

We now give the representation formula for infinitely divisible sequences

analogous to the Herglotz representation of Theorem 1.2.

Theorem 1.9. Let {on}"= _» cC, a0=l, ^#0. Then {an}n=-«> is an infinitely

divisible positive definite ( — ) sequence if and only if a-n = än and there exists a

(unique) nonnegative measure dp on [ — 77,77) with \n_„ dfx(6)= — 2 Re log ax such

that for all n = 0, 1, 2, 3,..., an = e\ where

Proof. The sufficiency of the conditions is apparent from Theorem 1.7, for if

xeLN + 1, then 2£L 0 xn = 0 and

Notice that all a„/0 since all bn are finite.

For the necessity, we know that if {an}™=0 is infinitely divisible with a0 = l,

a1=£0, then all a„J=0. Theorem 1.7 and [5, Theorem 1.10] imply that the new

sequence

{log an +log an-log an + 1-log        = {log (a^K + ̂ ^OJ^o >0(-),

and so by Theorem 1.2 there exists a (unique) nonnegative measure d/x(8) on

such that

n
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This recurrence relation is easily solved for logan. Set cn = an(an + iOn-i) S »=?1»

so that an + 1 = an1 + 1(a0cncn.1 ■ ■ ■ cH"1^)-1, i.e.,

n

logaa + 1 = (n+l)loga,- 2 (n-fc+1) log cfc
k = i

= (ii+OIogd- 2 («-*+!) f eikedtJL(9)
k=l

f    ...          f» eine + ne-ifl-(n+l) , ,« . .
= (n+ljlogfli-j -(i_e-M)a-*(Ö)'      " = L

This is the announced formula, since it also holds for n = — 1, 0. Q.E.D.

As we should like to apply these results to the positive real part functions of

classical function theory, we introduce some notation.

Definition. The class of normalized positive real part functions will be denoted

by P={f(z) analytic for |z| < 1 | /(0)= l,/'(0) = 0, Re/(z)^0}.

Iff gP, then /has a power series expansion convergent in the unit disc which we

shall always write as /(z) =1+2 2"= i anzn, ax = 0.

Definition. If /(z) = 1 + 2 2n=i anzn e P and g(z) = 1 + 2 2n = i 6nzn e A then

h(z) = (f ° g)(z) = (g o/)(z)= 1+2 2n=i aAz" is the Hadamardproduct of/and g.

Theorem 1.10 [1, p. 502]. The function f(z)= 1+2 2"= i anzn e P if and only if

a0=l, a^Oand {an}^0>0 (-).

Corollary 1.11 [1, p. 511]. The function f(z)eP if and only if

Cn l+ewz

for some (unique) probability measure dp(ff) such that

0 g C(dp) = f eiedp.(6) ^ 1.

Proof. The above theorem and Theorem 1.2.

Corollary 1.12. IffgeP, thenf °geP.

Proof. The above theorem and Theorem 1.1 (d).

Definition. The function f(z) =1+2 2™= i tfnZ" e P is said to be an infinitely

divisible positive real part function if and only if {an}n = 0> ao — P is an infinitely

divisible positive definite ( — ) sequence. LetP* denote the class of infinitely divisible

positive real part functions.

Thus, f(z)= 1 +2 2n = i «n2" eP* if and only if there exists a continuous family

of functions {fa(z)}a*Q^P such that /i(z)=/(z) and (fa °fB)(z)=fa+ß(z) for all

a, ß^O. A direct translation of Theorem 1.3 in this case is the

Theorem 1.13. Let f(z)eP*. 7//'(0)^0, then all fM(0)#0, »=1,2,3.

Iff'(0) = 0, r/zevi either f(z)=\ or for some (unique) 2f?k< co,/(z) = /(z exp [il-rrk "1])

= f(z exp [/2ttA; " x2]) = • • • =f(z exp [/27r&:_1(&— 1)]), i.e.,f(z) is really a function of

z\ andgk(z)=f(z'lk) e P* g'k(0)*0.
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The class P* consists then entirely of the constant function 1, of functions none

of whose coefficients vanishes and of functions f(z)=g(zk) where geP* has no

vanishing coefficients and k = 2, 3, 4,.... Thus, P* is completely described by

those of its elements /(z) such that f'(0)^0. Since there are members of P* which

are bounded, unbounded, schlicht, not schlicht, convex, not convex, etc., we do not

have any simple geometrical characterization for P* of the kind we have for P.

We can, however, provide a very simple characterization of the infinitesimal

elements of P*, i.e., of those functions <l>(z) such that

where / eP*.

Theorem 1.14. Let f(z)=\+2J^=1anzn be analytic in the unit disc, f'(0)>0.

Then fe P* if and only //(a) all an^0, (b) the infinitesimal generating function

0(z) = 2rf=i z" log an is analytic in the unit disc, and (c) <I>(z) has the factorization

{unique if ax =fc 1)
cD(z) = (z/(l-z)2)p(z)Iogfll

for some p(z) e P.

Proof. If/eP*, then all an^0 if a^O and iogan = 0(«2) by Theorem 1.8(e),

so <5(z) = 2n°=i z" log c7„ is analytic. But we can compute <I>(z) from the repre-

sentation formula in Theorem 1.9, and we find

CO 00

<p(z) = 2 z" log an = log ax 2 wz"
n=l n=l

- f n J-^2 \e~ie S wr+e-'61 («-i>n- 2 «z*W(0)
J-n\l    e    )   ^       n-1 n = l n = l J

= (fziy, lQg «i - J _s (i-zo(i-z)2

where dp(6) is a uniquely determined nonnegative measure of (finite) total mass

-2 log    SO. Let

dv(6) = dp(6)/-2\oga1   if 0 < ax < 1,

= C7Ö/27T if ax = 1

so that in either case

., .    zlogßi f l+zeie,,m        z ,
*<z) " (TÄfLt=^^) - (rz^^iog^

where

The converse follows immediately from Theorem 1.9. Q.E.D.

2<D(z) = ^-/„(z)
(70!

d_
da

1+2 J
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We can restate this in the language of measures as

Corollary 1.15. Let dp be a probability measure on [ — tt, tt) with mass center

C(dp) = a1=\n_7[ ew dp(9) > 0. Then dp is strongly infinitely divisible if and only if (a) all

higher moments an = jln einB dp{9) 0, (b) the generating function F(z) =

2n°=i zn log an is analytic in the unit disc, and (c) either ax = 1 or, if not,

((z-l)2/zlog ax)F(z)eP.

Finally, we wish to discuss the interpolation problem for infinitely divisible

positive definite (—) sequences, i.e., given such a sequence {an}n=0>0 {—), a0= 1,

to find if possible an infinitely divisible characteristic function <j> such that <p{ri) = an

for all « = 0, 1, 2,.... We recall that a characteristic function is a uniformly con-

tinuous function </>: C such that </>{0) = 1 and K(x, y) = <j>{x—y)>0 on C0(R).

The characteristic function <f> is said to be infinitely divisible if the kernel K(x, y)

is an infinitely divisible kernel [5]. Such functions have long been of importance

in probability theory and are discussed thoroughly with our methods in [4].

This problem can be solved immediately using the facts we have already, but

perhaps we should first remark that the interpolation problem for sequences

{a„}"=0, a0=l, which are just positive definite (—) is trivial once one has the

Herglotz representation formula of Theorem 1.2. Indeed, if dp is the (unique)

probability measure such that an = jn_J[elnedp(9) for all n = 0, 1„2,then the

characteristic function <f>(x)=/*„ eixe dp(6) solves the problem.

The interpolation problem for an infinitely divisible positive definite (-)

sequence {an}„_0, a0 = 1, ax + 0, is no less trivial given Theorem 1.9, for if dp is the

(unique) representing measure guaranteed by that theorem, we may take <f>{x)

= enx), where

tt \ i f* e«x-™ + (x-l)e-w-x , ... ., ^ „
f(x) = x log ax - J ^-(i -e-isf-d^6>   lf x = °'

= -xlogßi-J^ -(\-eiBY- ^ ifx<0.

One checks readily that because J* „ dp(9)= -2 Re log au f(x) is not only con-

tinuous, but actually / e C°°(/?) and

Thus, H(x, y)= -f"(x-y)>0 on C0(R). But f(-x)=f(x) and/(0)=0 so we know

[4, Theorem 3.4] that <p(x) = enx) is an infinitely divisible characteristic function

which, by construction, interpolates the given infinitely divisible positive definite

sequence {an}™=0. It is well to note, however, that if a>0 is not an integer, then

<f>a(x) need not interpolate {a"}„°=o, although this interpolation problem does have

some (other) solution.
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Because an infinitely divisible characteristic function can have no real zeros

[4, Lemma 3.2], the interpolation problem cannot be solved if the infinitely divisible

sequence {an}n = 0>0 (-) has any zero terms. We have then proved the

Theorem 1.16. Let {a„}"=0, a0=\, be an infinitely divisible positive definite ( —)

sequence. There exists an infinitely divisible characteristic function <f>(x) with <f>(n) = an,

n = 0, 1,2,..., if and only if ax ̂ 0.

If a finite sequence {an}n=o, ff0 = 1> is given which is such that AN = (al-j)itj=Q>0,

a.k = dk, then it is trivial that the periodic sequence o, a'n = anmoaN, is positive

definite ( —). If AN is infinitely divisible, then so is {a„}™=0. Thus, the interpolation

problem for finite sequences is readily reduced to the cases treated above.

2. Hankel forms. If {fl„}r= oc C is a sequence of complex numbers, we shall say

that {an}n = o is a positive definite ( + ) sequence and write {an}nc=0>0 ( + ) if and only

if the Hankel matrix A=(ai + j)^) = o>0. Such sequences are of importance in

analysis because of their intimate connection with the algebraic moment problems

of Hamburger, Stieltjes, and Hausdorff [7, pp. 4, 5, 8]. We begin by defining the

difference sequences

for any 7V = 0, 1, 2,... and by stating some of the well-known (vid. [3, pp. 52-53])

fundamental properties of positive definite ( + ) sequences as

Theorem 2.1. Let {a„}™= 0>0 ( + ). Then (a) all even terms a2n ̂  0; (b) all ane R;

(c) if a0 = 0, then all an = 0; (d) if some a2N = 0, 1, then an = 0 for all n=l, 2, 3,

(e) if {*„}»-o>0 ( + ), then {flA}»-o£0 ( + ); (f) {A2rf=0>0 ( + ) for all

N=0, 1, 2, 3,..., and so A2Na2n^0 for all N, n = 0, 1, 2,...; (g) a0a2^a\ and,

more generally, a2ia2j^af+j for all i,j^0; and (h) if aaa2 = a\, then d^''i-an = a\for

alln=\, 2,2,,....

There will be, therefore, no loss of generality to assume in the following that

a0=l and that all aneR. The fundamental representation formula for positive

definite (+) sequences is given by the classical theorem of Hamburger:

Theorem 2.2 [7, Chapter II]. Let {a,},"=0c«, a0=\. Then KK°=o>0 ( + ) if and

only if an = jZaD xn dp(x), n = 0, 1, 2,..., for some probability measure dp, on R.

The representing measure dp for such a moment sequence is not in general

unique. We introduce the notion of infinite divisibility of a moment sequence

according to the following

Definition. The sequence {gJ^o^O ( + ) is said to be infinitely divisible if and

only if the associated Hankel matrix A = (ai + j)^j = 0 is infinitely divisible.
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Because of Theorem 2.1(b), we see that if {a„}"= 0>:0 ( + ) is infinitely divisible,

then necessarily all a„>0 since, in particular, all the terms of {ai/2}™=o>:0 ( + )

must be real. Let the sequence {/*„}"= 0 be defined by

If a2=/=0 then all even terms a2n¥:0, so if {tfn}n°=o>:0 (+) is infinitely divisible it is

necessary [5, Theorem 1.14] for all k=l, 2, 3,... that the incidence matrix

But then ^ and p2k + x must be 0 or 1 together, so we have proved the following

Theorem 2.3. Let {an}n=o>0 ( + ) be infinitely divisible, aQ = \. Then either

(a) a2 = 0, in which case all an = 0, n=\, 2, 3,..., or (b) ax>0, in which case all

an>0, n=0,1,2,or (c) ^ = 0, a2^=0, in which case all a2n>0, a2n + 1 = 0,

n = 0, 1,2,.... These statements are mutually exclusive and exhaust all possibilities.

Because of this and the following two results, we may assume without loss of

generality in the following that the terms of an infinitely divisible positive definite

( + ) sequence are all strictly positive.

Proposition 2.4. 77ze sequence {bn}n=0 = E2{an}n=o « positive definite (+) if

and only if both {an}n = o and {an + 1}n = 0 are positive definite ( + ) sequences. We recall

that b2n = an and b2n + 1 = 0 for all n = 0, 1,2,....

Proof. This follows immediately from the identity

Corollary 2.5. The sequence {an}n=0, 00=1, <*i = 0, a2¥=0 is an infinitely

divisible positive definite (+) sequence if and only if both {a2n}n = 0 and {a2n + 2}r?= o

are infinitely divisible positive definite ( + ) sequences with strictly positive terms.

Thus, an infinitely divisible positive definite ( + ) sequence {an}n = 0, a0=l, is

either the trivial sequence {8n0}n°= o, or it has all positive terms, or it is a 2-sequence

whose fundamental sequence is, as we shall see later, an infinitely divisible Stieltjes

moment sequence. Reserving the last case for separate treatment later, we can make

a direct application of [5, Corollary 1.6] to obtain the

Theorem 2.6. Let {a„}™= 0<=/?, a0= 1, a1=A0. Then 0 w an infinitely divisible

positive definite ( + ) sequence if and only if all an>0 and B= (log ai+})™j = 0>0 on L.

pn = 1   if an ¥= 0,

= 0  if an = 0.

2 bi+ixi*i - 2 al + jX2ix2j+ 2 ai+j + iX2i + iX:
i.i = 0 i,t = 0
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Recall that whenever {an}n=o>0 (+), a0 = l, then a2af2^l and if a2af2 = l,

then an=a\ for all n = 0, 1,2,.... This behavior of all positive definite (+) sequences

is reflected in the fundamental representation formula contained in

Theorem 2.7. Let {an}"=0c-K, a0=l, ax^0. Then {a„}"=0 is an infinitely divisible

positive definite ( + ) sequence if and only if all an>0, « = 0, 1, 2,..., and there

exists a nonnegative measure dp. on R with J™^ dp(x) = \og (a2/a2) such that

(2.A)    log an = n log ax + J    * (f*^)"   ' ^*">'     « = 0,1, 2,....

Proof. If {anK°=o^:0 (+) is infinitely divisible, then since a1^=0 we know all

an >0 and that P=(log ßi+j)", = 0>:0 on L. But then [5, Theorem 1.10] we must have

AB = (log(ai + 3a, + ; + 2/a2+J + 1))^ = 0 > 0

so that

{\og(anan + 2/a2n + 1)}^0>0( + ).

By Theorem 2.2 there is some nonnegative measure dp on R with

r ^) = iog^ = iogj
j - 00 "1 «1

such that

log^= P *»</,*(*),     « = 0,1,2,....
+1        J - oo

Let bn=a%an^h, so that oB+a = flI + 2M2-A-2 ■ ■ ■ *J*8+1, «=0, 1, 2,.... But

then

n

logan + 2 = (« + 2)loga!+ 2 (n+\-k)\ogbk

/»0O "

= (n + 2) log «!+     2 ("+ 1 ~k^xk

,  , ->m       , f™ Jc', + 2-(« + 2)jc + («+1)
= (n + 2)logai + J -\\-xf - d^>   « = 0,1,2,....

Since this formula also holds for n= — 2, — 1, (2.A) is proved.

Conversely, if (2.A) holds, then AB=(ci+j)™j=0 where cn=xn dp.(x), so

AP>0 and hence P>;0 on L. By Theorem 2.6, {an}n=0 must be infinitely divisible.

Q.E.D.
We now wish to consider the problem of identifying the infinitely divisible

sequences associated with the special moment problems of Stieltjes and Hausdorff,

so we shall need the classical representation theorems in each case.

Theorem 2.8 [7], [8]. Let {an}n = 0>0 (+), a0=\, so that an = ^x xn dp(x) for

some probability measure dp on R. In order that, in addition, dp should have support only
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on (a) [0, co), (b) [— 1, 1], or (c) [0, 1], respectively, it is necessary and sufficient that

(a') K + 1}no=0>=0( + ), (b') {an-an + 2}^=0>0( + ), or (c') {an + 1}^0, {an-an+1}^0

={-A1a„}n-o. and {an + 1-an + 2}™=0 = {- A1t7n+1}nc=0 are a// 0 >( + ), respectively.

In cases (b) cwt7 (c), rAe measure d/x is unique.

With each moment problem there is a natural notion of infinite divisibility, viz.,

that all the sequences in the conditions (a'), (b'), (c') as well as the original sequence

{an}n = o itself should remain positive definite ( + ) if an is replaced by a% for any

a>0. Since these are all special cases of the infinitely divisible Hamburger problem,

all our previous results 2.1-2.7 remain valid, but more can be said in each case.

In particular, in cases (a') and (c') it is clear that a1 = 0 implies an = 0, «>. 1. Let us

consider the analogues of Theorem 2.7 in each case.

Theorem 2.9. Let {a^^o^R, a0 = 1, ax^0. Then {an}n=o is an infinitely divisible

positive definite ( + ) sequence in the sense of part (a'), (b'), or (c') of Theorem 2.8

if and only if in each case all an>0 and there exists, respectively, a nonnegative

measure dp on R such that for all n=0,1,2,...

(a) log an = n log a1 + f  *  /f*"^   1 d^x>>      f  d^x> = loS % = °>
Jo U— X) Jo

(b) logan = - I j-—dp{x),     J ^(x) = -logflj = 0,

or,

(c) logan = - J yz^^M*)'     J0      = -logai s o.

7« cases (b) and (c) r7>e measure dp is unique.

Proof, (a) follows by an argument similar to that of Theorem 2.7, while if one

notices that condition (b') of Theorem 2.8 is equivalent to the pair of conditions

{an±an + 1}n = o>0 ( + ), then part (b) can be handled in a way similar to the proof

of part (c), which we now give. The following six statements are easily seen to be

sequentially equivalent:

(i) K}, {a$-4+i}, {a;+i-«S + a} are all >0 ( + ) for all «>0;

(ii) {logaj, {logan + 1}M)( + ) on L, while {log (an/an + J\, {log(an + 1/an + 2)}

>0( + );

(iii) {log (anan + 2\a\ + j)}, {log (an + 1an+3jal+2)}, {log (ajan+J}, {log (an + 1/an + 2)}

are all M)(+);

(iv) {log (ajan + 1)}, {log (an + 1/an+2)}, {log (ajan + x) - log (an + Jan + 2)}, and

{log(an + 1/t7n + 2)-log(an+2/an+3)} are all >0( + ), i.e., the sequence

{log(c„/an+1)}^0

itself satisfies the conditions of (c') of Theorem 2.8.
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(v) There exists a (unique) nonnegative measure dp on [0, 1 ] with dp(x)

= log (a0/fli)= -l°g Ox such that log (ajan + 1) = jj xn dp(x) for all « = 0, 1,2,...;

(vi) log an=-\\ ((1 -x")/(l-x)) dp(x), n = 0, 1,..., for a (unique) d/x^0 such

that jj 4x(x) = - log ax. Q.E.D.

Sequences which satisfy the equivalent conditions (c), (c') of Theorem 2.8 are

called completely monotonic. It is well known [7, p. 87] that A}™=0 is completely

monotonic if and only if (- \)N ANpn^0 for all n, N=0, 1, 2.If both A}„%

and A}™=0 are completely monotonic sequences, then so is {aA}n = o> since the

definition and Theorem 2.1(e) guarantee that each of the sequences {aA}n=o,

{On + A + l}n = 0, {« A ~ On + A + l}n. 0 = K A ~ *n + l) + bn + x A - dn + x)}n°= 0, and

A + A + 1 - 0n + 2*n + 2}n = 0 = A + 1A + 1 - *n + 2) + *n + 2 A + 1 - On + 2)}n = 0   is positive

definite ( + ).

If an=jl xn da(x), bn=jl xn dß(x), then aA=/0 xn(da * dß)(x), where da * <^S

is the multiplicative convolution in the (multiplicative) semigroup [0, 1], That is,

(da * dß) has the distribution function

(a * ß)(x) = £ da * rfjS = £ ag) #0) = £ j8^) </«(>>)

if a(x)=J^ Ja and jS^sJ"* c//3 are the respective distribution functions of da and

dß.

We have immediately the

Theorem 2.10. Let dp be a measure on [0, 1]. 77ze« dp is a (strongly) infinitely

divisible probability measure if and only if the sequence A}" = o = {Jo x" ^W}^= o

is an infinitely divisible completely monotonic sequence with a0=l.

Notice that because the moments J** xn dp(x) are nonnegative and have unique

nonnegative Mh roots, every infinitely divisible measure on [0, 1] (under multipli-

cation) is also strongly infinitely divisible.

Because ^=0 in a completely monotonic sequence AK°=o implies an = 0,

n = 2, 3, 4,..., we see that if dp is an infinitely divisible probability measure on

[0, 1], either dp = 8(0) = point mass one at 0, or all moments an=\\xn dp(x)>0.

We therefore have from part (iv) of the proof of Theorem 2.9 the

Theorem 2.11. Suppose dp is a probability measure on [0, 1], dp=£8(0). Then dp

is (strongly) infinitely divisible if and only if the sequence {log a„fln + i}n = o >s com-

pletely monotonic, where an=\\ xn dp(x).

Analytic functions with nonnegative real part in the unit disc were closely

related to the trigonometric moment problem, so it is not surprising that there is a

natural class of functions associated with the algebraic moment problem. We

consider the case of a compact interval, which we shall take to be [—1, 1].

Definition. The class of normalized positive imaginary part functions will be

denoted by Pl = {f(z) analytic in the upper half plane lm(z)>0 \ f(z) is real

valued and analytic on (-1, l),/(0) = 0,/'(0)= 1, lm/(z) = 0 when lm(z)>0}.
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It is known [6, p. 242] that f e PI if and only if for some probability measure

dp on [—1, l],/(z)=j1_1 z(l — zt)~1dfj.(t) for all z in the complex plane with the

two half lines [1, co) and (—oo, — 1] deleted. But then if — 1 <x< 1,

f(x) =   J X" + 1  f   /»dWO =   S *n*n+1,
n = 0 J -1 n = 0

i.e., the coefficients of the power series for/(z) in {|z| < 1} are a moment sequence

on [—1, 1] and conversely. If this moment sequence is infinitely divisible, we shall

say that f(z) is infinitely divisible, and we have

fa(z) = 2 <«-+» = f ^eH
rTT'o J -1   1 - zt

for some family {dp^ > 0 of probability measures on [ - 1, 1 ] for all a > 0. If ax ̂  0,

then all an^0 and we can compute the infinitesimal generating function

CD(z) = -£/a(z)|        = j>V+1l0gan
\a»0      n = 0

for some (unique) probability measure dv{t) = — (log fli)"1 dß(t) if ax# 1. We state

this formally as

Theorem 2.12. Let f(z) ePI,/"(0)^0,/(z) = 2n-0 anzn+1 for \z\<l. Then f(z)

is infinitely divisible if and only if all an>0 and

<D(z) = 2 z" + 1 lo8 an = T—.li2) lo8 ci
n=0 1 Z

for some q(z) e PI which is uniquely determined iff"(0)^2.

Finally, we wish to discuss the interpolation problem for infinitely divisible

completely monotonic sequences, i.e., given such a sequence {a„}™=0 to find if

possible an infinitely divisible completely monotonic function <f> such that <f>(n) = an

for all n = 0, 1, 2,.... We recall that a completely monotonic function is a continu-

ously differentiable function <j>: R + -*■ R+ such that the kernels Kx(x, y) = </>(x+y)

and K2(x, y)= —<f>'(x+y) are positive semidefinite on C0(R+). The completely

monotonic function <f> is said to be infinitely divisible if </>a is a completely monotonic

function for all a>0, where the positive root is always chosen. These functions are

discussed with our methods in [4], where we find that <j> is an infinitely divisible

completely monotonic function with ^(0+)= 1 if and only if <j>(x)>0 for all x>0

and

/*<*> \ -e-xt

log^)= -Jo -r^rrdAt)
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for some (unique) nonnegative measure dv such that the integral is convergent for

allx>0.

We should also recall the classical theorem of Bernstein which says that <f> is a

completely monotonic function with <f>(0+) = 1 if and only if there exists a (unique)

probability measure dp such that

for all x>0. In particular, <j> is a bounded analytic function in the right half plane.

Of course, any such completely monotonic function always gives rise to a com-

pletely monotonic sequence {<£(/?)}"= 0 which will be infinitely divisible if the function

is. We wish to consider the converse problem.

It is well known that the interpolation problem for the (ordinary) completely

monotonic sequence o = {JJ sn dv(s)}™= 0 has a solution if and only if the

(unique) associated measure dv(s) has no point mass at s—0, and the reason for

this is very simple. If <f>(x) =j™ e~xt dp(t) with dp a positive finite measure, then

where dv(s) = — dp(—log j) = 0 and tfV(o) = limr_„ j"™ dp(t) = 0. Conversely, if

an=\\ sn dv(s), then if dV(0) = 0 one could just change variables, letting s=e~\ to

find an interpolating function ^(x)^^ e~xt dp(t), where dp(t)= —dv(e~l).

Definition. The completely monotonic sequence {an}rf=0 is said to be minimal

if and only if the sequence {an (exp — eSn0)}„°= 0 is not completely monotonic for

any e > 0, i.e., if and only if the sequence fails to be completely monotonic whenever

a0 is diminished.

It is easy to show [8, p. 164] that the completely monotonic sequence {an}n = 0

is minimal if and only if the associated measure dv has no point mass at zero, so

we see that there exists a completely monotonic function which interpolates a

given completely monotonic sequence if and only if the sequence is minimal.

Now let {an}n = o be an infinitely divisible completely monotonic sequence. If it

can be interpolated by an infinitely divisible completely monotonic function it can,

in particular, be interpolated by a completely monotonic function and the sequence

must therefore be minimal. Conversely, if the sequence is minimal, then each com-

pletely monotonic sequence {alIN}n = 0 must also be minimal, N=l, 2, 3,..., and

so there exist completely monotonic functions <f>N which interpolate each of these

sequences, i.e., <f>N(n)=alIN for all «=0, 1,2,... and all N= 1, 2, 3,_But the

product of completely monotonic functions is completely monotonic [4], so the

functions (<f>N)N are also completely monotonic and (<pN)N(n) = an = <p(n) for all

n=0,1,2,_It follows from a familiar theorem of Blaschke [2, p. 255] that two

bounded analytic functions in the right half plane must be identical if they take

the same values at the points z=0, 1,2,..., and hence (<£W)N = ?> for all N=l, 2,

W«)}»-.o = jj"" e~nt dp(t)j = jj*1 s» dv(s)Y ,
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3,.... Thus, (<f)llN = <j>N is completely monotonic for all N= 1, 2, 3,..., and so

<f> is an infinitely divisible completely monotonic function. This completes the

proof of

Theorem 2.13. Let {an}n=0, a0 = l, be an infinitely divisible completely monotonic

sequence. There exists an infinitely divisible completely monotonic function </> with

<f>{ri) = an, w=0, 1, 2,..., if and only if the sequence {a„}n=0 w minimal.

We see that an infinitely divisible completely monotonic sequence can be inter-

polated by an infinitely divisible completely monotonic function if and only if it

can be interpolated by a completely monotonic function. It is easy to show that

another equivalent condition is that the measure appearing in the logarithmic

representation formula for an infinitely divisible completely monotonic sequence

has no point mass at zero; this fact may be used [3, pp. 91-93] to give a direct

proof of the above theorem which avoids the use of Blaschke's theorem.
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